
ЕВ 120 & ЕВ D20 
тье Easv Roller tor Most Ellortless 
Travelling Operations 

INTROOUCТIDN 

The Easy Roller makes with its mechanically 
powered drive travelling operations most 
effortless and safe. 

Опсе the mechanically drive is engaged 
Ьу oscillating up-and down- movements 
of the tiller the truck accelerates with а 
minimum of operational forces. 

The function сап Ье engaged to both direction 
and сап Ье over driven. For safety in each 
opposite direction the drive works as а 
parking brake in опе direction. 

Horizontal transportation 
of heavy loads becomes 
easy and safe. 

■ Robust and duraЫe
The trucks robust and duraЫe 
design enlarges service intervals. 

■ Short and maneuveraЫe

ln most confined areas the truck
makes the operations fast, safe and
effortless.

■ Robust and duraЬle pump with 
fine control of lowering speed, 
low maintenance.

■ Options of tandem or single
load wheels with entry rollers
or not.

.. 

OsciLlation movements 
Easy oscНlation movements of the 
tiller reduces the operational forces 
to а minimum. 

.. 

Brake function and ramps 
lf the mechanical drive is engaged 
in one direction, а brake function 
is applied into the other direction. 
Оп inclines this function is а 
obvious advantage: No downside 
rolling of the truck. 

.. 

This function also helps а Lot if the 
truck is used оп taH lifts or for 
battery exchange systems. 

.. 

Mechanical Drive 

The mechanicaL drive for effortLess 
acceleration with heavy loads. The 
drive сап Ье engaged into both 
direction and has also а rest 
pasition. 
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Service weight kg 

Tyre size, front 

Tyre size, rear (single/tandem) 

Wheels nr. front, rear 

Forkheighl, Мах. 

Heighl of tiller (max.) 

Forkheighl, Min. 

Overalllength 

Fork dimensions 

Distance between forks 

h13(mm) 

h14 (mm) 

h3(mm) 

11 (mm) 

s/e/l(mm) 

b5 (mm) 

,1 Fortruck 540x1150mm, with Pu steerwheel and douЫe PU fork rollers 
,1 L= 800/ 900/ 1000/ 1220/1500/180012000mm optional 

_,; 
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75 11 

180х50 

80х93/80х70 (74х93/74х70) 

2/4 

Е 

200(190) 

1230 

85(75) 

1600 

50/160/1150'1 

540/685 

72 11 

180х50 

80х93/80х70 (74х93/74х70) 

2/4 

200(190) 

1230 

85(75) 

1590 

60/160/1150'1 

540/685 
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115304, Москва, Коровинское шоссе, 35 

Тел.: 8 (495) 937 88 32
Факс: 8 (495) 937 88 31
E-mail: info@mttgroup.ru

www.sevco-sklad.ru




